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Women

You are invited, as women, to move the edge of
consciousness, through collectively inquiring into this
question, from the presence of Source:

Moving

If land and stones hold a memory and radiate it
out through the ages,
dare we open as a portal to re-member and cocreate with Earth,
to sound a new vibration - a new song - for the
future to come?
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Women Moving the Edge is a collective, integral practice.

Women participating in this program are invited to come to a
place of Open Mind, Open Heart and Open Will. From this
quality of individual alignment and authenticity, we share with
each other in the circle, through verbal and non-verbal means.
Sensing, speaking and acting from Source is a feminine way of
knowing that we can reconnect with.
This culminates in a collective field of attention, a holding
space from where we connect with our guiding question. We
are called, each time, to gather around an unmanifest
potential. Seeking to explore that potential, we have developed
the practice of Collective Sourcing and Collective Presencing.
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Women Moving the Edge is a continuous process and what

we are invited to collectively sense into is ever widening and
deepening. There is an inner, subtle world within our world
that we can interact and co-create with and that interpenetrates and embraces our physical reality. Entering into this
relationship in a conscious way gives a new dimension to
understanding creation and generativity.
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Women Moving the Edge invites the Wholeness of Knowing.
From experience we realize that we can know so much more
when engaging with all our inner and outer senses. We invite
all forms of arts and subtle knowing. Bring your talents,
childlike wonder and any materials you/we need!
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Collective Presencing means multi-tasking on different levels
and being present in different dimensions at the same time. It
integrates authenticity, balance, harmony and generative
space.
This is a save-the-date announcement!
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Visiting Avebury
One day of our gathering will be spent on a trip to
Avebury, reconnecting in a conscious way with the stones
and what they stand for. Most likely some kind of rituals
will unfold from our collective space, all linked with our
guiding question. We envision that sound and song will
be present too.
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This is a save-the-date announcement!
We cannot offer prices yet, as the budget still has to be
made; but pencil it in your schedules and spread the
word! Thanks!
Dates: Friday April 20, 2012, 3pm to Monday April 23,
2012, 2pm.
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Venue: Hazelwood House, Loddiswell, Kingsbridge,
South Devon, TQ7 4EB, Tel: + 44 1548 821 232
Rooms already reserved.
As your hosting team we do not facilitate, rather we
host this collective, emergent process. We do this by
engaging ourselves fully in the collective inquiry. Our
intention is for emergence to happen and we apply our
mastery and offer teachings wherever needed and useful.
Your hosts: Ria Baeck, Judy Wallace, Helen Titchen Beeth
and Rachel Castagne.
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Workshop Fee, including lunch and dinner:
Basic Price (due no later than)
£ ……..
Basic Plus Price (due by)
£ ……..
The Basic Plus offers the possibility to contribute
sponsorship money for women who can’t afford the total
fee. If not needed for that, it helps to support our
research and hosting work. You are always welcome to
contribute more. Thanks in advance.
Registration/Information: Contact Rachel Castagne on
recastagne@gmail.com!
or +44 7803 882 293
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Join and enjoy our online community!
Women Moving the Edge online community!
and the group forming around this gathering:
Group WMtE12 - UK
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